The Current Understanding of the Trap Generation Mechanisms that Lead to the Power Law Model for Gate Dielectric Breakdown
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews recent experiments that have shown that the probable mechanism for low voltage trap generation and dielectric breakdown is anode hydrogen release. Vibrational excitation of silicon-hydrogen bonds is the process that provides the most plausible explanation for the existence of a power law model for TDDB.

INTRODUCTION

Gate dielectrics continue to be aggressively scaled to meet high performance requirements. In recent years, the reduction in operating voltage with time has slowed significantly to push performance to even higher levels. Figure 1 compares the 2001 and 2004 ITRS roadmaps for $V_{CC}$ scaling [1]. For a fixed EOT, the slowing of $V_{CC}$ scaling shown in Figure 1 will erode $t_{BD}$ by ~10 to 13 orders of magnitude by the year 2013, with possibly more degradation for high performance devices. Since TDDB is a strongly voltage driven phenomenon [2], the slowing of voltage scaling has become a significant new challenge for meeting gate dielectric reliability requirements.

To address this problem, a power law model for $t_{BD}$ vs. gate voltage has been proposed [2]. This model has a power law exponent greater than 40, which was inexplicably large when it was first introduced. Due to the need to implement this model to meet state of the art reliability requirements, there has been significant interest in deriving an explanation for the existence of a TDDB power law. The primary mechanisms that are thought to be responsible for breakdown are anode hydrogen release (AHR) [3] and anode hole injection (AHI) [4,5]. Accordingly, these processes have been extensively studied.

In this work, we will review recent progress in understanding the physical mechanisms that result in a power law dependence of the time to breakdown on gate voltage. We will show that while holes remain involved in the processes that lead to trap generation, anode hole injection is not the cause for breakdown at low voltages. We will present experimental evidence that points to anode hydrogen release as the process that triggers trap generation and breakdown. Two hydrogen species ($H^+$ and $H_0$) are involved. After comparing results from scanning tunneling microscopy experiments (STM) with data from breakdown studies, we will show that the TDDB power law model arises from vibrational excitation of silicon hydrogen bonds. We will discuss the impact of vibrational excitation on the trap configurations that cause breakdown.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the TDDB power law model

The breakdown of ultra thin dielectrics has been shown to be gate voltage (energy) driven at low voltages [6-8]. There are two formulations for gate voltage driven breakdown: The exponential law and power law. They are defined respectively in equations (1) and (2).

\[
t_{BD} = t_0e^{-\gamma V_G} \tag{1}
\]

\[
t_{BD} = aV_G^{-N} \tag{2}
\]

$\gamma$ is the voltage acceleration factor. Similar relationships can be written for $Q_{BD}$. From (1) and (2), data following the exponential model will result a straight line on a semi-log plot of $t_{BD}$ vs. $V_G$, whereas the power law model yields a straight line in a log-log graph of $t_{BD}$ vs. $V_G$. Data are plotted using exponential and power law scaling in Figures 2 and 3 respectively [2]. In Figure 2, it can be seen that the lines corresponding to the least squares fits (LSF) of the data are not parallel for different areas. Extrapolations to low voltages yield the unrealistic result that devices with large areas can
have longer lifetimes than smaller areas. This violates Weibull scaling of the time to breakdown with gate area, where [9]

$$t_{BD}(2)/t_{BD}(1) = (A_1/A_2)^{1/\beta} \quad (3)$$

$\beta$ is the Weibull slope, or shape parameter. In contrast, using the same data as in Figure 2, devices with different areas form parallel lines in the log-log scale in Figure 3. Accordingly, the power law model is consistent with Weibull scaling. The voltage acceleration factor is defined as

$$AF = -\partial \ln(t_{BD})/\partial V_G \quad (4)$$

The exponential law voltage acceleration factor $\gamma$ is independent of voltage, while the power law voltage acceleration factor is $N/V_G$ and increases with decreasing voltage. In Figure 4, the acceleration factors for SiON films ranging in thickness from 10Å to 32Å show the $V_G^{-1}$ dependence expected for a power law model. Accordingly, from Figures 2-4, the power law appears to be the more plausible model. However, the power law exponent “$N$” is inexplicably high; approximately 48 as shown in Figure 4. We will analyze this puzzling behavior in this paper.

**Figure 2.** Semi-log plot of time to breakdown vs. gate voltage. After Wu, Ref. [2].

**Figure 3.** Log-log plot of time to breakdown vs. gate voltage for the same data used in Figure 2. After Wu, Ref. [2].

### Features of anode hole injection

Anode hole injection occurs when electrons arriving at the anode dissipate their energy via impact ionization and impart sufficient energy to holes so that they are injected into the oxide valence band [4,5]. This process is shown for an inverted NMOS device in Figure 5. The injected holes can subsequently generate electrons traps, hole traps, and interface traps, or be captured by as-grown centers [10-12]. AHI has an energy threshold $E_{TH}$ of about 6eV. This includes the ~ 1.1eV energy required to generate an electron hole pair plus the valence band offset between silicon and oxide.

$$E_{TH} \approx \phi_H + E_G(Si) = 4.8eV + 1.1eV \approx 6eV \quad (5)$$

The average and maximum kinetic energy of holes in the anode created through impact ionization are respectively

$$E(h_{1AVG}) = qV_OX – 1.1eV \quad (6)$$

$$E(h_{1MAX}) = qV_G – 1.1eV \quad (7)$$

Either $E(h_{1AVG})$ or $E(h_{1MAX})$ must be greater than ~ 5 eV (the hole barrier height) for anode hole injection to occur.

**Figure 4.** Voltage acceleration factors for SiON films ranging from 10Å to 32Å EOT. The power law exponent “$N$” is approximately 48 for this dataset.

**Figure 5.** Band diagram for anode hole injection in an inverted NMOS device. Electron $e_1$ tunnels into the anode and impact ionizes to produce $e_2$ and $h_1$. If $h_1$ acquires > 5eV kinetic energy in the anode, it will be injected into the oxide.

The process shown in Figure 5 is known as majority ionization [13]. The final states of both $e_1$ and $e_2$ lie in the poly conduction band. Majority ionization still occurs for
$V_{OX} < 6V$, but at a lower rate. Since the maximum energy of electrons in the anode is $qV_G [6]$, majority ionization remains an operative process down to a gate voltage of about 6V.

If holes are present in the anode electrode, i.e. $V_G < 0$, then a process called minority ionization can result in anode hole injection, where electrons entering the anode transfer their kinetic energy to free holes $[13]$. While this effect occurs at a lower rate than majority ionization, it enables hole injection at lower voltages because tunneling electrons do not have to lose 1.1eV to generate electron-hole pairs when free holes are already present. There are two types of minority ionization: (a) One electron final state in the anode valence band; (b) Two electron final states in the anode valence band. The maximum hole kinetic energies for (a) and (b) are respectively $[13]$

$$E(h_1)_{\text{MAX}} = qV_G + |E_F - E_V|$$  

$$E(h_1)_{\text{MAX}} = qV_G + 2|E_F - E_V| + 1.1eV$$

Equation (9) predicts that it is still possible to get AHI at $V_G \sim 3.5V$. Experiments have confirmed that this is a plausible theory $[7]$. However, explaining breakdown as due to anode hole injection at lower voltages in inverted NMOS is problematic. Accordingly, anode hydrogen release is expected to play a central role in breakdown at low voltages. We will re-visit anode hole injection at low voltages later in this work.

**Features of anode hydrogen release**

Anode hydrogen release occurs when the dissipation of the energy of electrons arriving at the anode results in the desorption of hydrogen $[3]$. This process results in the creation of bulk electron traps as well as interface states at both interfaces $[3]$, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image)

---

**Reaction-diffusion theory**

Trap creation is the product of an electrochemical reaction. Accordingly, reaction-diffusion theory $[15]$ is a useful tool in analyzing defect generation in the Si-SiO$_2$ and Si-SiON systems. Trap generation follows a power law in fluence:

$$N(Q) = bQ^m$$

(10)

---

**Identification of the hydrogen species that cause trap generation in ultra thin SiON dielectrics**

Reliability models for the NMOS on-state are of particular importance because in an inverter, the entire gate oxide area is stressed. A problem with the analysis of degradation mechanisms for this mode is that the anode, where the reactions initiate, is the poly-SiON interface, which is difficult to characterize directly. To circumvent this problem, a known reaction is initiated at the readily characterized Si-SiON interface and used as a probe of the anode reactions $[20]$. This is accomplished by applying a back-bias to the pwell to induce the desorption of cathode hydrogen by substrate hot electrons as shown in Figure 8. No n$^+$ injector is used to avoid both uncontrolled flooding of the dielectric with the cathode...
species and high level injection of hot electrons into the anode.

![Figure 8](image_url) Band diagram for stress. Reaction initiated: (a) At anode, drawn with $V_{BB} = 0\text{V}$; (b) At cathode, $|V_{BB}| > 0\text{V}$. Dashed horizontal arrow in (b) denotes transmission through the barrier. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

The change in capacitance $\Delta C$ resulting from stress of 12Å SiON films with $V_{BB} = -6\text{V}$, $V_G = +2.32\text{V}$ is plotted vs. $V_G$ in Figure 9. Two trap peaks are seen. The area under the $\Delta C$ vs. $V_G$ curve is charge. As the sum of the charge $Q_1 + Q_2 \sim Q_{AVT}$, both states are acceptor like (negatively charged when occupied). Because holes create only donor states in SiON at low stress voltages [16,21], holes are not involved in the reaction that creates interface traps when a back bias is applied. Therefore, the reactants are electrons and Si-H bonds.

![Figure 9](image_url) Change in capacitance after stress of 12Å SiON films with $V_{BB} = -6\text{V}$, $V_G = +2.32\text{V}$. The two trap peaks are acceptor states. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

Using $\Delta I_{DLIN}$ as a measure for interface state generation, interface trap generation power laws for 12Å SiON films are plotted with $V_{BB}$ as a parameter in Figure 10. The interface trap generation power law “m” increases to 0.38 for $-6\text{V} V_{BB}$, indicating that a charged species is involved. Figure 11 shows the trap generation power law “m” increases to 0.38 for $-6\text{V} V_{BB}$, indicating that a charged species is involved. Figure 11 shows the trap generation power law “m” increases to 0.38 for $-6\text{V} V_{BB}$.

![Figure 10](image_url) Change in $I_{DLIN}$ after stress of 12Å SiON with $V_{BB} = -6\text{V}$, $V_G = +2.32\text{V}$. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

![Figure 11](image_url) Interface trap generation power laws from LV-SILC (-1V sense) and $\Delta I_{DLIN}$ for interrupted vs. uninterrupted stress respectively. 12Å SiON films were stressed at $V_G = +2.32\text{V}$ and $V_{BB} = -6\text{V}$. Larger “m” for interrupted stress is due to recovery. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

It is also possible to directly observe the reactions that initiate trap generation and breakdown at the Si-SiON interface by stressing in accumulation. However, this mode is more complicated to analyze because large numbers of holes are present, which introduce additional reaction possibilities. Having established that application of a back bias releases $H^0$ and $H$ from the cathode into the dielectric, the effects of these species on SiON bulk trap creation can be evaluated. The build-up of bulk traps is sensed by SILC [24]. Figure 13 compares bulk trap generation with and without back bias applied during stress. The trap generation “m” increases from 0.26 ($V_{BB} = 0\text{V}$) to 0.51 ($V_{BB} = -6\text{V}$). The bulk trap generation pre-factor “b” is lower at $-6\text{V} V_{BB}$.
cathodic species released suppresses nominal bulk trap generation through a reaction that depletes the anodic species. Otherwise, the trap density would be the same or higher at all fluence. Accordingly, nominal bulk trap generation is due to the release of a positively charged anode species [20].

Figure 12. Model for cathode reactions for acceptor interface trap creation at -6V $V_{BB}$ stress. (5) is the effective net reaction. (Si-H)$_a$ and (Si-H)$_b$ are precursors. After Nicollian, Ref. [20]

![BULK TRAPS](image1)

Figure 13. Bulk trap generation power laws for $V_{BB} = 0$V and $V_{BB} = -6$V stress. The devices are 12Å SiON films with $V_G = +2.32$V during stress and sense. The lines are statistical fits to the data. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

In Figure 14, the $V_{BB}$ dependence of the Weibull slope, which is a geometric quantity, rules out the transmission of substrate hot electrons into the anode (dashed horizontal line in Figure 8b) as the primary cause for the modifications in trap generation seen in Figure 13. The changes of Weibull slopes in Figure 14 are proportional to the changes in “m”, consistent with predictions from the cell-based percolation model [25]. Comparison of the trend in Weibull slope with $V_{BB}$ in Figure 14 with the trends in power law parameters with $V_{BB}$ in Figure 15 shows that our trap generation power laws are tracking the traps that cause SBD.

A model for the nominal ($V_{BB} = 0$V) anode reactions are shown in Figure 16. Bulk traps are generated in the SiON dielectric by H$^+$ or H$_2^+$ following the desorption of Si-H bonds by anode hot holes. The hot holes originate through impact ionization of electrons tunneling in to the anode. A 2ND anode reaction that releases H$^0$ is also needed to account for nominal cathode interface trap creation because only neutral or positive species can be released from the anode into the dielectric and H$^+$ is not highly reactive at Si-SiO$_2$ interfaces [23]. Moreover, positive species create donor traps at the SiON interface, but acceptor states are still the dominant cathode interface traps when $V_{BB} = 0$V as shown in Figure 17. The differences in $V_G$ dependence and trap generation rate between SILC and LV-SILC indicate that bulk and interface trap generation are not triggered by the same reaction [20]. Although H$^0$ may be liberated from nominal bulk trap creation ($m \sim 0.25$ for $V_{BB} = 0$V; see Figures 7 and 13), this cannot be the sole source of H$^0$ since the generation rate is higher for interface traps [20]. A band diagram for trap creation is shown in Figure 18. Both H$^+$ and H$^0$ create interface traps at the anode when they are released. After entering the dielectric, H$^+$ subsequently creates SiON bulk traps and H$^0$ creates cathode interface traps [20].

![Nominal Anode Interface Reactions](image2)

Figure 16. Model for nominal anode reactions. H$^+$ is desorbed by holes and H$^0$ is desorbed by electrons. (4) is the net effective reaction. (Si-H)$_c$ and (Si-H)$_d$ are precursors. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].
Figure 17. Change in capacitance after stress of 12Å SiON films at \( V_G = +2.32\, \text{V} \), \( V_{BB} = 0\, \text{V} \). Two acceptor trap peaks are also seen after 0V \( V_{BB} \) stress. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

Figure 18. Model for trap generation in SiON. \( e_1 \) tunnels into the anode, impact ionizes, and creates \( e_2 \) and \( h_1 \). \( H^+ \) and \( H^0 \) are subsequently desorbed. \( H^+ \) generates bulk and poly-SiON interface traps. \( H^0 \) generates traps at both interfaces. After Nicollian, Ref. [20].

Comparison of the behavior of breakdown data with scanning tunneling microscopy results

Many of the recent breakthroughs regarding the role of hydrogen in trap generation and breakdown in MOS devices have been leveraged from scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments. In this section, we review the features of STM that are central to the current understanding of oxide breakdown and show that the results of these studies lead to an explanation to the TDDB Power Law Model.

There are two silicon-hydrogen bond desorption mechanisms that we will consider: Electrical excitation (EE) and vibrational excitation (VE). Electrical excitation is a process where hydrogen is desorbed via field emission [14]. EE has a threshold energy of 6eV to 7eV and is weakly dependent on energy and current. [14]. Vibrational excitation is a process where hydrogen is desorbed via excitation of phonon modes [14,26-29]. VE is an important mechanism in the Si-SiO\(_2\) system because the Si-H bond has a long vibrational lifetime; on the order of \( 10^{-4} \) seconds [14]. VE can occur at energies below the threshold energy for EE since \( E_{TH} \) for VE is about 2.5eV to 3.0eV. Since the phonon modes are about \( h\omega = 0.25\, \text{eV} \) apart, there are \( E_{TH}/0.25 \sim 10 \) to 12 levels between the ground state and the top of the potential well [14]. The mechanisms for vibrational excitation are shown in Figure 19 as follows: (a) one electron coherent excitation.

![Figure 19. Vibrational excitation processes. (a) Single electron coherent excitation. (b) Incoherent excitation. (c) Two electron excitation.](image)

This occurs when a single electron desorbs the Si-H bond from the ground state [26]. This process is strongly dependent on voltage and weakly dependent on current. (b) Incoherent vibrational excitation [27,28]. In this process, the Si-H bond is desorbed via 10-12 electrons (1 per energy level) and occurs when incoming electrons have energies < 2\( h\omega \). The rate of this process is extremely small. Incoherent vibrational excitation is strongly dependent on voltage and current. The strong current dependence for multi-vibrational hydrogen release (MVHR) arises from the higher probability of desorption when large numbers of electrons are present. (c) Multi-electron excitation, where only a few electrons are needed for hydrogen release [29]. For \( M \) electrons, the energy per electron for desorption to occur is \( \geq E_{TH}/M \). Accordingly, MVHR also occurs at energies below the threshold energy for VE, albeit at a lower probability than single electron desorption. However, MVHR involving only 2 or 3 electrons is significantly more probable than incoherent excitation and can play an important role below 2.5eV. The voltage and current dependences of EE and VE processes are tabulated in Figure 20.

![Figure 20. Summary of voltage and current dependence of electrical and vibrational excitation processes.](image)
levels. Therefore, vibrational excitation of hydrogen provides a plausible mechanism for the TDDDB Power Law Model [28]. The general form of the voltage and current dependence for the generation efficiency of vibrational excitation processes involving M electrons is [29]

\[ \xi(V,I) = I_0 M^{-1} V^{4N} \]  

(11)

**Figure 21.** STM Yield vs. voltage for hydrogen desorption. After Shen, Ref. [14].

We will now compare trap generation and breakdown data to STM results. One of the difficulties in resolving single vs. multi-electron desorption is that the effects of current, which is a function of voltage, must be decoupled from the voltage. Because substrate hot electron injection (SHE) can be used to independently control oxide electric field, electron energy, and electron fluence [31], this technique can be applied to the studies vibrational excitation mechanisms. Using SHE, interface trap generation has been reported to be dependent on gate current at low voltages [32], indicating the presence of MVHR as a mechanism for interface trap generation at the cathode interface. These findings indicate that behavior reported in STM experiments also occurs under electrical stress in MOS devices.

The current and voltage dependence of trap generation and breakdown can also be separated by stressing oxides of different thickness at the same voltage [30]. From (11), the trap generation efficiency \( \xi \) should be independent of current for single electron VE so that \( \xi \) vs. \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) should be independent of thickness. For two electron VE, \( \xi/J \) vs. \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) should be independent of thickness [30]. For \( E_{\text{MAX}} > 2.5 \text{eV} \), the data corresponding to \( \xi(E_{\text{MAX}}) \) for different thickness fall on the same curve in Figure 23. Accordingly, these data are consistent with single electron vibrational excitation. For \( E_{\text{MAX}} < 3.0 \text{eV} \), the data corresponding to \( \xi/J(E_{\text{MAX}}) \) fall on the same curve in Figure 24. Therefore, below the 2.5eV to 3.0eV threshold energy for vibrational excitation, trap generation and breakdown are consistent with 2 electron VE.

Figure 24 yields a power law \( \xi/J \sim E_{\text{MAX}} \) for \( E_{\text{MAX}} < 2.5 \text{eV} \) and Figure 23 yields a power law \( \xi \sim E_{\text{MAX}} \) for \( E_{\text{MAX}} > 2.5 \text{eV} \). The power law exponent decreases as \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) increases and goes to zero as HR transitions towards the EE regime. This suggests that EE and VE may cooperate in the intermediary region between 2.5eV and 7.0eV [30]. Since a vibrational excitation increases the S-H bond distance, the threshold energy for desorption should decrease proportionally [33]. In this scenario, one electron excites the bond to a vibrational state, followed by an electrical excitation event that desorbs the hydrogen. While the symmetric harmonic oscillator potentials in Figure 19 provide a useful visualization of vibrational excitation processes, they do not capture cooperative processes between EE and VE via an increase in bond length. A Morse potential, which is asymmetric, has been used to model this behavior [30].

**Figure 22.** Inelastic tunneling fraction vs. bias voltage from STM experiments. Data plotted is from Shen, Ref. [14].

**Figure 23.** Trap generation efficiency (\( \xi \)) and \( \xi/J \) vs. \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) for \( E_{\text{MAX}} > 2.5 \text{eV} \). The oxide thicknesses are 19Å (circles), 23Å (squares), 25Å (triangles), and 29Å (diamonds). The data are consistent with single electron VE. After Suñé, Ref. [30].

**Figure 24.** Trap generation efficiency (\( \xi \)) and \( \xi/J \) vs. \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) for \( E_{\text{MAX}} < 3.0 \text{eV} \). The oxide thicknesses are 13.8Å (circles), 15Å (squares), 16.7Å (triangles), and 18.7Å (diamonds). The data are consistent with 2 electron VE. After Suñé, Ref. [30].
**Voltage and temperature dependence of trap generation**

In this section, we will present additional experimental evidence that two hydrogen species are released during TDDB stress through two separate anode reactions. We will also show additional results that support a transition from single to multiple vibrational excitation as the mechanism that causes breakdown. We will then discuss the influence of desorption mechanisms on the traps that cause breakdown.

We will begin this section with a discussion on the voltage dependence of trap generation and breakdown. The voltage acceleration factor for QBD is written as:

\[ AF(Q_{BD}) = -\frac{\partial \ln(Q_{BD})}{\partial V_G} \]  

(12)

Solving equation (10) for \( Q = Q_{BD} \):

\[ Q_{BD} = \left( \frac{N_{BD}}{b} \right)^{1/m} \]  

(13)

Where \( N_{BD} \) is the trap density at breakdown. Inserting (13) into (12) and assuming that \( N_{BD} \) is independent of \( V_G \), we get:

\[ AF(Q_{BD}) = \left( \frac{1}{m} \right) \frac{\partial \ln b}{\partial V_G} \]  

(14)

The trap density \( N(Q) \) in (10) is obtained from SILC and LV-SILC measurements. Note that it is not necessary to stress to breakdown to extract the voltage dependence of trap generation because the \( V_G \) dependence is carried solely in the trap generation pre-factor “\( b \).” The voltage acceleration factors for QBD, SILC, and LV-SILC are plotted in Figure 25. For all stress conditions, the acceleration factors for SILC and LV-SILC are sharply different. This confirms the two reaction model proposed in Figures 16 and 18. A transition from bulk trap limited to interface state limited breakdown occurs at about 2.7V, as AF(SILC) tracks AF(QBD) above 2.7V and AF(LV-SILC) tracks AF(QBD) below 2.7V [34]. This transition coincides with \( E_{HI} \) for multi-vibrational hydrogen release. As bulk traps are generated by \( H^+ \), the reduced role of \( H^+ \) relative to \( H^0 \) may be due to the higher bias and current required for hole induced multi-carrier vibrational excitation [35]. Accordingly, below 2.7V, breakdown is controlled by electron induced desorption of \( H^0 \) [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_G ) [Volts]</th>
<th>AF [V⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 25.** AF for \( Q_{BD} \). SILC, and LV-SILC. A transition from bulk to interface trap controlled breakdown occurs below 2.7V. After Nicollian, Ref. [34].

We now link the temperature dependence of breakdown to trap generation. We will assume that \( Q_{BD} \), “\( m \),” and “\( b \)” follow Arrhenius relationships with activation energy \( \Delta H \).

\[ \Delta H(N_{BD}) = -k_B \frac{\partial \ln N_{BD}}{\partial (1/T)} \]  

(15)

\[ \Delta H(b) = -k_B \frac{\partial \ln b}{\partial (1/T)} \]  

(16)

\[ \Delta H(Q_{BD}) = -k_B \frac{\partial \ln Q_{BD}}{\partial (1/T)} \]  

(17)

Inserting (13), (15), and (16) into (17), the activation energy for breakdown becomes [34]:

\[ \Delta H(Q_{BD}) = \left( \frac{1}{m} \right) [\Delta H(N_{BD}) - \Delta H(b)] \]  

(18)

Unlike the \( V_G \) dependence, oxides must be stressed to breakdown to tie together the temperature dependence of trap generation and breakdown. The temperature dependence of \( Q_{BD} \) for 13Å SiON films with \( 10^{-7} \text{ cm}^2 \) gate areas stressed at +2.2V is shown in Figure 26. The data fit an Arrhenius relationship between 75°C to 150°C. \( N_{BD} \) and “\( b \)” also follow an Arrhenius relationship in this temperature range [34]. The results are tabulated in Figure 27 and confirm that interface traps are the defects that control breakdown at low \( V_G \).

**Figure 26.** Arrhenius plot for \( Q_{BD} \). 13Å SiON films with \( 10^{-7} \text{ cm}^2 \) gate areas are stressed at +2.2V from 75°C to 150°C. After Nicollian, Ref. [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( 1/T ) [K⁻¹]</th>
<th>( Q_{BD} ) [C/cm²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2E-03</td>
<td>1.0E+09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6E-03</td>
<td>1.0E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0E-03</td>
<td>1.0E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0E+09</td>
<td>1.0E+08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 27.** \( \Delta H \) from breakdown and trap generation measurements using equations (15) – (18). The temperature data verify that interface traps control breakdown. After Nicollian, Ref. [34].

Our experimental values of the trap generation power law exponent “\( m \)” are about 0.3 [20,34]. This is smaller than the 0.5 to 1.0 values that are often reported in the literature [25,36]. However, our experimentally obtained \( m \sim 0.3 \) provides a match between the voltage and temperature dependence of trap generation with breakdown. It has been
reported that bulk trap NBD is time dependent when t_{63\%} > 10^6 seconds [37]. However, our mean stress times are significantly less than this. The process conditions in [37] were not specified.

**Anode hole injection at low voltages**

We now evaluate whether AHI is a viable mechanism for breakdown at low V_G in inverted NMOS devices. Since the n+ doped poly silicon anode is depleted under low voltage stress conditions, we examine whether there are sufficient numbers of free holes available for minority ionization. The number of holes is plotted vs. temperature in Figure 28. The effects of band gap narrowing due to high doping [38] are included and it is assumed that the bands are bent to the intrinsic condition (\(\varphi = \varphi_B\)) and the poly depletion region width is X_{DMAX}. Since the poly band bending at stress conditions is less than E_G/2 even for degenerate doping and since X_D is actually less than X_{DMAX}, the intrinsic concentration of holes shown in Figure 28 is an overestimate of the actual number. It can be seen that even for the highest doping concentration, the temperature must exceed 80°C for there to be 1 free hole in a 10\(\mu\)m² gate area that is typical of the devices that were stressed. Therefore, anode hole injection through minority ionization in inverted NMOS is improbable at low V_G.

**Implications for thickness scaling**

We will now explore the roles of bulk and interface traps on the formation on SBD percolation paths in SiON dielectrics. Weibull slopes for EOT < 22Å are shown in Figure 30 [34]. While the thickness dependence is weak, it is still apparent down to 10Å EOT. The continuing scalability of \(\beta\) with thickness implies that at least two traps are still needed to form a SBD path down to 10Å. The \(t_{OX}\) dependence of \(\beta\) is not unique because both the physical thickness and nitrogen profiles are modified to scale EOT. We will apply the cell-based approach [25] to analyze this problem. A simple relation between \(\beta\) and \(t_{OX}\) arises from this model [25]:

\[
\beta = mt_{OX}/a_0
\]

In equation (19), \(a_0\) is the defect size. A percolation path formed by 2 interface traps at the maximum oxide thickness (arbitrarily, 5\(a_0\) that this can occur) is shown in Figure 31a. Figure 31b shows the possible percolation paths involving only interface traps with \(t_{OX} = 4a_0\). From (19) and Figures 31a and 31b, a model involving only interface traps does not capture the observed thickness dependence of \(\beta\) shown in Figure 30 since the number of traps in the percolation path is always two. Therefore, while the generation of interface traps is the rate limiting step, at least one bulk trap must be involved to capture the correct thickness scaling trend [34]. A possible scenario involving both bulk and interface traps in the percolation path and exhibiting the correct \(t_{OX}\) scalability of \(\beta\) is shown in Figure 32.
traps are required for breakdown, a single defect size will not be extracted from the slope. Instead, we find the instantaneous value of \( a_0 \) for each \( \beta \). When plotted against thickness, \( a_0 \) asymptotically approaches its bulk value as \( t_{OX} \) increases, as shown in Figure 33 [34]. Using \( m = 0.26 \) [20], the bulk trap diameter is about 4Å, resulting in the Weibull slope remaining thickness dependent and > 1 down to 10Å EOT.

CONCLUSIONS

In small area devices at low stress voltages, there are insufficient numbers of holes in depleted NMOS poly for anode hole injection through minority ionization to be a significant degradation mechanism. Anode hole injection through majority ionization is further eliminated as the mechanism for NMOS SBD when the rate limiting step for breakdown is the generation of acceptor-like interface traps.

Reaction-diffusion theory applies to \( +V_G \) stress of ultra-thin NMOS SiON films. Measurable recovery effects are present, showing that quasi-equilibrium exists for NMOS TDDB. This allows the determination of the reactions that result in anode hydrogen release.

Both holes and electrons are involved in the desorption of hydrogen at the anode. Trap generation is triggered by the release of two hydrogen species (\( H^+ \) and \( H^0 \)) in two separate anode reactions. Both species create interface traps at the poly interface when they are released. After migrating into the dielectric, \( H^+ \) subsequently creates bulk traps and \( H^0 \) creates pwell interface traps. The hydrogen species that controls breakdown is voltage dependent.

The trap generation efficiency during electrical stress tracks the results from STM experiments of \( H^0 \) desorption. A transition from a one electron to two electron VE process below about 2.5V is deduced from \( Q_{BD} \) data. A transition from bulk to interface trap limited breakdown occurs at 2.7V, which also coincides with the threshold voltage for vibrational excitation of silicon-hydrogen bonds.

A power law dependence of the time to breakdown on gate voltage only occurs when the hydrogen desorption mechanism is VE. The TDDB power law exponent \( N > 40 \) arises from the voltage dependence of the fraction of tunneling electrons that excite a silicon-hydrogen phonon mode.

While the generation of interface states becomes the rate limiting step below the threshold energy for VE, both bulk and interface traps are still required for breakdown to occur. A minimum of two traps is needed to cause breakdown down to 10Å EOT. At least one trap must be an interface state and at least one must be a bulk state.

While there are some discrepancies in the literature regarding bulk trap size, our results lead to a bulk trap diameter of about 4Å. This is the smallest estimate bulk trap size reported to date, and results in the Weibull slope remaining thickness dependent and > 1 down to 10Å EOT (for \( t_{PHYSICAL} \geq 12Å \)). Our extracted bulk trap size of 4Å is in part consequent of our experimentally obtained trap generation power law exponent “\( m \)” being about 0.3. This is smaller than the values that are typically quoted in the literature, and provides a consistent explanation for the voltage, temperature, and thickness dependence of breakdown.

In summary, the experiments reviewed in this paper show that the TDDB power law model is on reasonably solid experimental ground.
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